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A Domain-specific Modeling Approach Supporting Tool-chain Development with Bayesian Network Models

Jinzi Li, Guoxin Wang, Xin Tao, Jian Wang and Martin Törngren

Abstract. Constructing and evaluating a comprehensive tool-chain with commercial off-the-shelf and proprietary tools for the deployment of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) is a challenging and complex task. Specifically, the lack of early assessment during tool-chain development has led to increased research and development costs when unexpected features are developed or poor decisions are made. In this paper, a domain-specific modeling (DSM) approach is proposed to support decision-making during tool-chain design and to facilitate quantitative assessment of tool-chain features at early-phases. Using this approach, different views of tool-chains are first formalized under a DSM framework. Then the DSM models are transformed to Bayesian network models for supporting the quantitative assessment of related tools in order to analyze the whole tool-chains’ features. In the case study, the approach is verified by comparing two MBSE tool-chains for an auto-braking system design. The results indicate that the DSM approach enhances the understanding of tool-chain concepts, promotes the efficiency of MBSE tool-chain development, and verifies the tool-chain in early development phases using a quantitative approach.
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1. Introduction

Tool-chains are becoming important to complex system development—especially that of aerospace equipment and aircraft—because they enable management of the evolution of aerospace systems, reducing cost and scheduling risks and promoting the efficiency of related product development [1]. The development of each complex system is unique; it is specific to domains, companies, and engineers. To support collaborative and concurrent development in different areas, model-based systems engineering (MBSE) has been proposed as a general approach for facilitating complex system development and integration. Using MBSE, tool-chains are proposed which are constructed by two or more modeling, simulation and design tools that, when combined, can support and construct a system engineering workflow. MBSE tool-chains constructed are expected to support the integration of multiple views of complex system development [2].

However, an MBSE tool-chain construction is challenging because many factors must be considered (e.g., tool features and interoperability between tools).
Often, tool-chain developers prefer to focus on technical aspects, such as tool mechanics, rather than truly understanding the system and modeling practices (what is the real need of system developers?) [3]. Moreover, tool-chain solutions must be prototyped and adopted to verify their functions which takes time and cost because of lack of quantitative analysis for MBSE tool-chain solutions. Without supports of a design approach, tool-chain developers also cannot obtain enough confidence and understandings of their products.

To address these challenges, a domain-specific modeling (DSM) approach is adopted to encompass design requirements, to plan and verify concepts of MBSE tool-chains. In this approach, developers formalize different views of the MBSE tool-chains, such as model workflows. Then, different tool selection rules are defined to provide various tool-chain construction solutions. In each tool-chain solution, specific tool assessment models are used to measure the Tool MBSE Capability Level (TMCL, i.e., how does a tool support MBSE techniques?). Finally, developers employ DSM models to generate Bayesian network models for analyzing different tool-chain features and select a preferred solution.

The DSM approach aims to provide an efficient approach to designing MBSE tool-chain concepts, to analyze the tools’ TMCL, and to provide guidance with which developers can make decisions about tool-chain development. The following research objectives in this study are explored:

- **Support for formalizing MBSE tool-chains using a DSM approach**: DSM is used to formalize four views of tool-chains via the development of meta-models including model flows (to represent the relationships among models in the tool-chain), model tool selection views (to define tool-chain construction solutions), tool assessment views (to describe TMCL measurement) and tool-chain construction views (to describe tool-chain structures).

- **Support for assessing TMCL using Bayesian networks**: The proposed TMCL measurement includes four aspects—application, tool-chain infrastructure, social procedure, and interoperability—each of which is supported by several defined metrics. The measurements are implemented based on Bayesian networks and provide a quantitative way to assess their tool-chains for early-stage tool-chain assessment and verification using a quantitative approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is introduced in Section 2. Then, the proposed approach is illustrated in Section 3. In order to verify this approach, two tool-chains are used to demonstrate how our approach supports MBSE tool-chain development in Section 4. Through comparing these two tool-chains, discussion and limitations are proposed in Section 5. Finally, our conclusion and future work are offered in Section 6.

The acronyms included in this article are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial Off-The-Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>Cyber-Physical System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPTs</td>
<td>Conditional Probability Tables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Domain-Specific Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMI</td>
<td>Functional Mock-up Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOPPRR</td>
<td>Graph, Object, Point, Property, Relationship and Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBSE</td>
<td>Model-Based Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISI</td>
<td>Level of Information System Interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSLC</td>
<td>Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIT</td>
<td>Social Process Information and Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIRIT</td>
<td>Social Process Information seRvice Infrastructure and Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMCL</td>
<td>Tool MBSE Capability Level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Related Work

MBSE tool-chains have been considered as one solution to support complex system development using systems engineering [1]. During MBSE tool-chain development, stakeholders need to consider different views in order to develop a tool-chain for their demands. For example, systems thinking is proposed for researchers to design their tool-chain concepts, because tool-chains are required by the whole lifecycle of complex systems [2]. Previous research has covered various aspects about tool-chain development: researchers made use of modeling approaches and designed measurements to formalize and to assess tool-chains in qualitative approaches. Moreover, quantitative assessment techniques are also adopted to measuring engineering systems which have been used to analyze tool-chains’ features.
2.1. Formalisms for Supporting Tool-chain Development

Several researchers have theoretically investigated models to formalize general IT systems that support complex system development by referring to tool-chains. Cai et al. proposed three-layer ontology models for implementing automatic semantic annotation in 3D web scenes [4]. Shen et al. proposed ontology formalisms for sharing manufacturing scheduling and control information [5]. Lin et al. proposed ontology formalisms for supporting related tools [1]. These formalisms aimed to structure formal descriptions of related products and information. Zeid Koobally et al. proposed an ontology-based approach for formalizing manufacturing kitting applications [7]. The ontology can improve the flexibility of the manufacturing configurations using robots. However, all the research contributed to their own domains which were all represented as ontologies aiming to support IT system operations.

Outside of IT system operations, several formalisms have been used for automating IT system development. Sabri et al. proposed an integrated semantic framework for developing an internet of robotic things (IoRT) [8], which provides an operational environment in which to build abstract models for generating semantic IoRT systems. Matthias et al. proposed a tool integration language for formalizing a service-oriented tool-chain [9]; the language representing tool-chains was used to generate codes in related tool adapters, aiming to support automated generation of open services for lifecycle collaboration (OSLC). H. Sun et al. designed ontology maintenance in order to realize high level architecture simulation automation [10]. Lu. et al. extended the tool integration language to support descriptions of co-simulation tool-chains [11]. These formalisms can all support IT system development, which mainly aims to generate relevant code for constructing IT systems.

2.2. Qualitative Assessments of Tool-chains

In order to assess tool-chains, several researchers have proposed standards for measuring performances of IT systems. Capability maturity model integration (CMMI) was standardized model for organization development [12]. CMMI represented the capability maturity of products (or IT systems) and provided one solution for improving these capabilities. The level of information system interoperability (LISI) is a standard for defining the interoperability of IT systems [13]. Technology readiness level (TRL) was also proposed for estimating the maturity level of critical technology elements during acquisition [14]. Although these standards defined different metrics and proposed solutions for supporting related measurements, most of these assessments were implemented manually and analyzed qualitatively.

Several researchers proposed solutions of qualitative assessments for tool-chain measurements. Dassisti et al. proposed an ontology-based model for assessing the interoperability of production-control systems [15]. Osterloh proposed a set of models supporting automated testing of related tools [16]. Bustillo et al. proposed a visualization technique using knowledge of industrial engineering for representing conditional inference trees. This visualization demonstrates the prediction data and models during machining processes to support engineers’ decision-makings [17].

2.3. Quantitative Assessment Techniques Supporting Engineering Systems

Some researchers have used neural systems to model complex systems which can be used to support the system assessment. For example, L. Pan ([18]-[19]) adopted neural P System to model complex systems. Numerous studies have highlighted Bayesian networks for engineering monitoring, such as building structural health monitoring [20] and self-calibrating identification [21]. Bayesian network is also integrated with image processing to capture engineering features, such as image-based post-disaster inspection [22], analyzing workers’ behaviors [23] and feature extractions for motor imagery [24].

Moreover, Bayesian networks are used for making decisions in order to support the IT system development. Austin et al. proposed a Bayesian network model to assess TRL [25]. Eman et al. provided one learning cost-sensitive Bayesian networks for assessing credits for cyber security [26]. Schetinin et al. made use of Bayesian network models to support uncertainty estimations for air traffic conflicts [27]. Such developed models provided the realistic insights into predictive distributions for conflicts analysis.

Markov chain and Monte Carlo are other two methods techniques for supporting decision-makings. Tan Li et al. proposed a model-checking approach to predict the system risks in supply chain [28]. They
make use of Markov Decision Processes to model the stochastic behavior of supply chains. Pellegrinelli et al. make use of Markov Decision Processes to model human-robot interaction [29]. R. E. Banchs et al. make use of a Monte Carlo approach for sensor parameter estimation [30]. S. Donnay et al. proposed a design platform to support analog sensor interface architecture design using Monte Carlo [31].

The above-mentioned work makes significant contributions toward supporting tool-chain formalisms and assessment. Moreover, Bayesian network models, Markov chain and Monte Carlo have been widely used to predict and simulate the performances of engineering systems. Compared with the target systems of existing contributions, MBSE tool-chains are also complex, even large-scale (if they need to support the entire lifecycle of the target system). They require related assessment approaches for early evaluation during tool-chain development, because reconstructing tool-chains leads to extra R&D costs. When tool-chains are developed for complex systems, the existing methods cannot support generalized tool-chain formalisms and assessments. Thus, a new method is required to support tool-chain development for formalizing and assessing MBSE tool-chains.

Moreover, most of the existing assessment techniques for tool-chains can only support qualitative analysis of their features which cannot provide confidential clues for decision-makings of tool-chain development. From the literature reviews, though Bayesian network models, Markov Chain and Monte Carlo were domain-specific purposes for each paper, but they already supported performance predictions for their own real-time applications. Currently, dynamic effects on tool-chains are not first considered before their development, because it is much important that tool-chain developers understand if the tool-chains satisfy their demands rather than dynamic efforts of the tool-chains. Thus, this paper focuses on Bayesian network to support qualitative analysis.

In summary, as emergent techniques aiming to support the entire system lifecycle, MBSE tool-chains are different from traditional tool-chains. First, these tool-chains need to support entire lifecycle of complex systems using systems engineering. All the design activities are supported by the tool-chains which mean tool-chain constructions are large-scale problems. Second, they must realize multi-domain models and tool integrations by considering interrelationships of tools. Third, different tool suppliers provide their own understanding of MBSE and related tools, leading to difficulties when tool-chain developers make decisions about tool selections. Therefore, the relevant formalisms of tool-chains are from different domains and hierarchical levels (e.g., system or component level). To address these challenges, a DSM approach is proposed to formalize tool-chain concepts and assess related commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools.

3. A Domain-specific Modeling Approach

Supporting MBSE Tool-chain Development

In this section, an overview of the DSM approach is first introduced, and then a DSM framework using a GOPPRR (Group, Object, Port, Property, Role and Relationship) meta-meta models and Bayesian network theory.

3.1. Overview

The Fig. 1 shows the workflow comprising our approach. A DSM tool is adopted to develop meta-models (introduced in Section 3.2) for tool-chain formalisms. The meta-models are extended to represent compositions of model flows, tool selections, and tool assessments based on software process engineering meta-models (SPEMs) [9]. In the previous work [32], the DSM models are transformed to visualization graphs which are used to support qualitative analysis of tool-chain performances. In the article, the DSM models are transformed to Bayesian network models in order to analyze the tool-chain performances using a quantitative way. When tool-chain developers build DSM models, several tool preference rules (introduced in Section 3.3) are defined to transform DSM models into Bayesian network models. Using a developed code generator in DSM tools, XDSL files are generated referring to tool assessment models based on Bayesian network. Then, tool assessment models are calculated through a Bayesian network model and used for quantitative tool assessment.
Table 2 Meta-meta models and meta-models supporting tool-chain formalisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-meta models</th>
<th>Meta-models</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graph</strong></td>
<td>Model flow</td>
<td>Representing model flow views of the tool-chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool selection</td>
<td>Representing tool selection views of the tool-chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool assessment</td>
<td>Representing tool assessment views of the tool-chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool-chain structure</td>
<td>Representing tool-chain structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object</strong></td>
<td>Role (Tool-chain structure Graph)</td>
<td>A user of the tool-chain in the graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool adapter task(Tool selection and Model flow Graphs)</td>
<td>A task of the tool adaptor, such as executing model transformations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model (Tool selection and Model flow Graphs)</td>
<td>A model of the tool-chain in the graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool(tool-chain structure and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>A tool of the tool-chain in the graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metrics (Tool assessment Graph)</td>
<td>A metric used for tool-chain measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions (Tool assessment Graph)</td>
<td>A question to define criteria for each metric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship</strong></td>
<td>Control (Model flow and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>The connections that track/control models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data map (Model flow and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>The connections that track/compare/synchronize models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-simulation (Model flow and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>The connections that execute co-simulations between models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model transformation (Model flow and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>The connections that track/compare/synchronize model information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference (Model flow and Tool selection Graphs)</td>
<td>The connections that track/compare/synchronize model versions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refine (Tool selection Graph)</td>
<td>The connections between models and their tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BNRelation (Tool assessment Graph)</td>
<td>The connections between Bayesian network nodes used to connect metrics and questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control channel (Tool-chain structure Graph)</td>
<td>The notification and invocation connections between tools and stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data channel (Tool-chain structure Graph)</td>
<td>The connections of model transformations between tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trace channel (Tool-chain structure Graph)</td>
<td>The traceability connections between tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-simulation channel (Tool-chain structure Graph)</td>
<td>The co-simulation connections between tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Port</strong></td>
<td>Input/Output ports of each relationship</td>
<td>The input and output points of related object relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Role</strong></td>
<td>From/To roles of each relationship</td>
<td>Defining connections between points and relationships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Meta-models formalizing tool-chains
3.2. Domain-specific Modeling

3.2.1. GOPPRR Methodology formalizing Meta-models

In DSM tools, meta-models are defined to formalize model flows, tool selection rules, tool assessments and tool-chain structures based on GOPPRR meta-meta models [33]. They include Graph, (referring to one concept that UML class diagram integrated with the UML package, representing a collection of object and relationship), Object, Port, Property, Role and Relationship. They allow for multiple representations to develop meta-models for tool-chain formalism as shown in Fig. 2. The details of each meta-model are introduced in Table 2.

Totally, there are four graphs to represent different views of MBSE tool-chain development. In each Graph, different Objects and Relationships are defined to represent different views of tool-chains.

![Fig. 3 A DSM model example illustrating the graphic syntax of language concepts. A: Overview of the model flow and tool-chain structure views; B: Tool selection view](image)

The Objects and Relationships are defined based on compositions of tool-chains. For example, in the tool-chain structure graph (shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2), Object Role represents one user who makes use of one Object Tool.

3.2.2. Meta-models of tool-chain formalisms

The meta-models are extended based on a domain-specific modeling language for tool-chain descriptions (more details see previous research [10]) [8]:

- Four Graphs to represent an MBSE tool-chain: (1) model flow Graph to represent the model flows in a tool-chain; (2) tool selection Graph to define the tool used for design tasks and developing models; (3) tool assessments Graph to define questions and metrics for assessing tools; (4) tool-chain structure Graph to define tool compositions and their connections in the tool-chains.

- In each Graph, Objects, including Role, Tool adapter task, Model, Metrics and Questions, are separately used for representing different views of tool-chains whose definitions are shown in Table 2.

- Relationships are defined to represent interrelationships between Objects in a model flow Graph including (1) control; (2) reference; (3) model transformation; (4) data map; (5) co-simulation. They are used to describe connections between models and data in the tool-chains.

- Moreover, four channels are defined to describe connections between tools in the tool-chains. They are: (1) Control channel; (2) Data channel; (3) Trace channel; (4) Co-simulation channel; these channels refer to different interrelationships between tools.

- Two additional relationships: Refine and BNR-relationship are used to represent the process of tool selections and assessment in the Tool selection Graph and Tool assessment Graph.

In Fig. 2, meta-models are described based on Table 2. The abstract syntax is introduced in order to show how different Objects connect with each other using Relationships. One example of the abstract syntax of related concepts is illustrated in Fig. 3. The circles with numbers represent concepts, such as ① represents models. The numbers represent the relationships between them.

The Fig. 3A presents overviews of the model flow, tool selection and tool-chain structure Graphs in three parts:

- **Model flow Graph**: The Object representing components include 1) the model and 2) the tool adapter task. The connections include 1) model transformation, 2) control, 3) data map, 4) reference and 5) co-simulation. In Fig. 3A, one example is shown how the model represents the model flow in a tool-chain (an example is shown in Section 0). The model1 (①) is transformed to model2 through one tool adapter task (②) - generate (③). Then model2 enables model3 to update its version through a task - references (using one adapter to implement model updates). Moreover, Model2 updates attributes in model4 as one data map through one configure task. Finally, model2 controls co-simulations between model3 and model4 (one model in a master tool to implement model3 during co-simulation).

- **Tool selection Graph**: Compared with model flow Graph, one additional component, tools (④) and an
additional connection refine (6) are added. Refine represents related models and tasks are implemented in a tool. In Fig. 3A, model1, the tool adapter task generate and model2 are implemented in tool1. The Refine connections between these elements and tool1 represent they are implemented in tool1. Moreover, other Refine connections represent model2 is implemented in tool2 and the tool adapter task Reference, model3, the configure task, model4 and relevant co-simulation are executed in Tool3.

Tool-chain structure Graph: The tool-chain structure Graph is constructed by tool ②, role ④ and four tool-chain channels: 1) control (7); 2) co-simulation (8); 3) trace (9); and 4) data channels (10). This graph represents the relationships between tool-chains’ compositions and relevant users. In Fig. 3A, one user controls tool1 to trace tool2 and tool3. It represents tool1 updates models in tool2 and tool3 and controls tool3 to implement co-simulations. Fig. 3B shows one model based on the tool assessment Graph consisting of two components: Questions Object ⑤ and Metric Object ⑥; and one connector BNRelationship (11). The model represents one assessment process based on Bayesian network theory [34]. The assessment process starts from basic questions for assessing each defined metric. In Fig. 3B, two types of questions are provided. Based on the probabilities of candidate answers in each question and defined preference rules, criteria in each metric are calculated. In different hierarchical levels of metrics, the metric Objects in low levels are used as inputs to the high-level metric Objects; e.g. metric1 and metric3 are inputs of metric2 (in this case, metric2 is at higher level than metric3).

3.3. Tool Assessment based on Bayesian Network

To assess tools using tool assessment view, graphical probabilistic models based on Bayesian networks are used to represent random variables and their conditional dependencies of tool measurement. Through this approach, developers translate the complex relationships among metrics, questions and the measurement dependency criteria into visualized and mathematical models. Each node of the Bayesian network represents an individual metric or question with criteria. Links between nodes illustrate dependencies. In each metric, developers can configure their own preference rules as a Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs). The models support a multidimensional probability distribution for developers to analyze tool-chains quantitatively.

3.3.1. Bayesian networks

According to Bayes’ rule,

$$P(A, B) = P(A \mid B)P(B)$$

(1)

The joint probability distribution over nodes can be factorized and represented by a Bayesian network. If there are n nodes $N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n$, then

$$P(N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_n) = P(N_1 \mid N_2, \ldots, N_n) \cdot P(N_2 \mid N_3, \ldots, N_n) \cdot \ldots \cdot P(N_{n-1} \mid N_n) \cdot P(N_n)$$

(2)

The factors in the factorized form are conditional probability distribution matrices. In our case, network nodes have two forms: questions and metrics. Questions are located only at the margin of the network.

Definition 1. A measurement refers to one process measuring tool-chain metrics. There are two types of measurement: (1) measuring metrics based on questions and (2) measuring metrics based on other metrics. A metric refers to one basic standard concept of tool-chain measurements, such as front-end usability. A criterion refers to one standardized scale in each metric and question. Each question criterion refers to one answer candidate and has a related criterion condition that refers to the conditions satisfying the scale. Each criterion in metrics refers to the related scale.

Definition 2. $Q_{ij}^a$ refers to the $i^{th}$ question ($i = 1, \ldots, I$) with $j_i$ types of criteria regarding to the $i^{th}$ question. $P(Q_{ij}^a)$ denotes the probability of the $j_i$ $a^{th}$ criterion of the $i^{th}$ $i^{th}$ question.

Definition 3. $M_{ij}^a$ refers to the $a^{th}$ metric in one measurement ($1 \leq a \leq A$) with the $b_a$ criteria regarding the $a^{th}$ metric. $P(M_{ij}^a)$ denotes the probability of the $b_a$ criterion of the $a^{th}$ metric.

When developers implement a measurement, in each question, they must input the probability distributions of each question criterion:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
P(Q_1) & P(Q_1^a) & \ldots & P(Q_1^a) \\
P(Q_2) & P(Q_2^a) & \ldots & P(Q_2^a) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
P(Q_I) & P(Q_I^a) & \ldots & P(Q_I^a)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(3)

Detailed questions are introduced in Section 4.3.2.

Assuming that different questions are Independently Identically Distributed (IDD), the probabilities of different questions are irrelevant to each other. Hence
the joint probability distribution of different questions can be simplified:

\[ P(Q_1, Q_2, ..., Q_n) = P(Q_1 | Q_2, Q_3, ..., Q_n) \cdot \prod_{i=2}^{n} P(Q_i) \]  

Substituting the denotations of questions and metrics into the overall formalization of the network using Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), the factorization can be simplified as

\[ P(M_1, M_2, Q_1, ..., Q_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(M_i | Q_{<i}, Q_{>i}) \]  

The probability distribution of questions can be defined as

\[ [P(Q_1^j), P(Q_1^k), ..., P(Q_I^k)] (1 \leq i \leq I) \]  

and the conditional probability distribution of the \( \alpha \) metric is also predefined as a CPT referring to a preference rule introduced in Section 4.3.3. The probability distribution of metrics can be defined as

\[ P(M_1, M_1, Q_1, ..., Q_n) \]  

Nodes by the margin of the network (questions, in this case) have no predecessors and are characterized by their prior marginal probability distribution. Thus, any probability in the joint probability distribution is determined and calculated from these explicitly represented prior and conditional probabilities as shown in Eq. (5). According to the total probability formula, the probability of each criterion is presented as

\[ P(M_2^j) = \sum_{c=1}^{z} P(M_1^c | M_1^z) \cdot P(M_2^j | M_1^z) \]  

where \( z \) refers to the \( z^{th} \) criterion for the \( (a-1)^{th} \) metric. The posterior probability of each criterion at each metric can be calculated in each node.

### 3.3.2. Metric Design

Using meta-models developed in Section 3.2, developers design a measurement using Metric Object and Questions Object in the Tool Assessment Graph in order to realize tool assessment. During developing a measurement, Question Objects are used to design different questions for tool-chain developers to answer. Based on the abstract syntax (how to connect different objects) defined in the Tool Assessment Graph, Question Objects in the margin are connected to different Metric Objects. The abstract syntax is defined, as shown in Fig. 3B, based on Bayesian network introduced in Section 3.3.1. Moreover, the topology between the final Metric Object (TMCL) and other Metric Objects is also developed based on the abstract syntax and Bayesian network.

The topology of metrics is derived from two main aspects: 1) Tool interoperability; 2) MBSE capabilities. The metrics are developed based on LISI [12] and metrics for MBSE tool trade-off [3]. They are designed from four main aspects to describe the abilities of a tool to support MBSE.

- **Interoperability** refers to: 1) the ability of two or more components in tool-chains to exchange data and models; 2) the ability of tools to use the exchanged information in a heterogeneous network. When considering the interoperability, three questions are proposed for subjective assessment (details see Table 5).

- **Social Procedures** refers to the ability of tools to support management, security and usage of standards which are three views to assess the social procedure. Four questions are provided to support assessment of these views.

- **Infrastructure** refers to the capability that tools support tool-chain infrastructure. Front-end usability and system services are two main aspects which are needed to assess. Eight related questions are proposed to support these measurements.

- **Application** refers to the capability that tools support MBSE. This measurement is defined mainly based on MBSE tool trade-off [3]. Five views are considered and assessed based on eight questions.

Related metrics and questions are defined within these four aspects in Table 5. The questions are designed to calculate the probabilities for the criteria in the metrics. There are five scales which are defined for each criterion. After calculations, the scale with the highest probability is considered as the final criterion of the metric.
3.3.3. Preference Rule Design

To implement the tool assessment, developers input tool preference rules as the CPTs used in the Bayesian network models. For example, two independent questions with two and four criteria are used to assess the security policy metric in Table 5. The preference rule is designed as shown in Table 3. In this situation, the question “Does the tool support security policy in the company?” is more important to the metric than the other one. Therefore, if a negative answer is given, the metric is assessed as L1. Based on the preference rule design, different metrics are assessed based on the developers’ preferences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria in metrics</th>
<th>Does the tool support security policy in the company?</th>
<th>Does the tool provide APIs for single sign-on and authentication?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Case study

In order to verify our approach, a case study is provided including two MBSE tool-chains for auto-braking system design with automated verification using simulation. The problem statement is first introduced to present the user case of these tool-chains. Then the two tool-chains are presented in details.

4.1. Problem Statement

The purpose of the tool-chains is to test whether a new developed controller for an auto-braking system which can satisfy the “three-second rule”, that is a measurement of the time interval at which vehicles should pass the same fixed point on the road. If a vehicle reaches such a point within three seconds after the vehicle in front of it, then the vehicle’s following distance is too short. Aiming to test this problem, simulations for this situation are used to verify the performance of the auto-braking system which includes multi-domains, such as hydraulic system, control system, etc. In order to formalize the development process and system artifacts of the auto-braking system, DSM models are built which are also used to support automated simulation configurations.

From previous work, two tool-chain frameworks are developed: Social Process Information and Technique (SPIIT) and Social Process Information seRvice Infrastructure and Technique (SPIRIT) [32]. These two frameworks support to construct these two tool-chains in different techniques: In the SPIIT framework, tool-integration is realized using model transformations (introduced in Section 4.2). The SPIRIT tool-chain is developed based on the SPIRIT framework which tools are integrated using a service-oriented approach (introduced in Section 4.3).

Using our approach, these tool-chains are compared. Through the comparisons, the metrics measuring capabilities of the DSM approach are designed from two aspects: 1) Tool-chain formalism; 2) Tool assessment. The metrics and related criteria are introduced as follow:

- **Tool-chain formalism**: it includes four types of metrics: 1) *model flow view* with a criterion “Can the approach formalize model flows?”; 2) *tool selection view* with a criterion “Can the approach formalize tool selection?”; 3) *tool assessment view* with a criterion “Can the approach formalize tool assessment?”; 4) *tool-chain structure view* with a criterion “Can the approach formalize tool-chain construction?”.

- **Tool assessment**: it includes two types of metrics: 1) *tool measurement design* with a criterion “Can the measurement be designed using DSM models?”; 2) *Tool measurement using a quantitative way* with a criterion “If the measurement can be evaluated in a quantitative way automatically?”.

In order to formalize these two tool-chains as examples, the DSM approach is implemented to model tool-chain concepts first using MetaEdit+. It is adopted as a DSM tool to develop meta-models and build DSM models of the tool-chains [32]. Moreover, the DSM models are transformed to Bayesian network models which are used to calculate the metrics of tool-chains using a quantitative approach in GeNie. GeNie is a tool supporting Bayesian network calculations [35].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool-chains</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Tool description</th>
<th>Purposes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool-chain A</td>
<td>Matlab/Simulink</td>
<td>Control engineer</td>
<td>A modeling tool support hybrid system simulation [38].</td>
<td>Develop a control system model and an integrated system model for co-simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool-chain A</td>
<td>MWorks</td>
<td>Multi-domain engineering, such as hydraulics</td>
<td>A modeling tool based on Modelica [39].</td>
<td>Develop multi-domain models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool-chain A</td>
<td>MetaEdit+</td>
<td>System engineer</td>
<td>A DSM tool based on GOPPRR [32].</td>
<td>Develop DSM models for an auto-braking system to formalize requirements, architecture and V&amp;V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional tools in Tool-chain B</td>
<td>Service management tool</td>
<td>Project manager/IT engineer</td>
<td>A tool for transforming heterogeneous data to OSLC services[32].</td>
<td>Generate OSLC services for tool integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional tools in Tool-chain B</td>
<td>BPM Camunda – based web-based process management system (WPMS) generator</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>A tool aims to transform DSM models to a web-based process management system [32].</td>
<td>Generate WPMS for process monitoring and control.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Tools used in two tool-chains

Fig. 4 Front-end for tool-chain developers to answer the questions
In MetaEdit+, meta-models are first developed based on Section 3.2.2. DSM models are built using such meta-models, in order to formalize the four views of the two tool-chains. Then, preference rules are designed based on empirical data of tool-chain developers. All the tools in these two tool-chains are assessed based on the same preference rules which are the basics for Bayesian network model calculation. Then the DSM models are transformed to XSDL files representing tool assessments using a code generator developed in MetaEdit+. Integrated with preference rules, the XSDL files are loaded and calculated based on the Bayesian network models by GeNie. Through the results, tool-chain developers analyze the MBSE tool-chains’ performance and make decisions for selecting a tool-chain solution.

The tools used in these two tool-chains are shown in Table 4. The DSM models formalizing these two tool-chains are shown in Fig. 5. The details of each tool-chain are introduced in Section 0 and Section 4.3.

4.2. Tool-chain A based on the SPIT framework

In order to support the controller design for the auto-braking system development, Tool-chain A is proposed to formalize development process and system artifacts of auto-braking system and to support automated V&V [36]. To verify that the control logic can realize auto-braking when two vehicles are driving, co-simulation is adopted to integrate models from different tools and to execute integrated simulation using the system level simulation model. In Fig. 5A, the model flow of the Tool-chain A is presented. The DSM models are transformed to Matlab files and one configuration file for developing the interfaces of functional mocked-up units (FMUs) which are black boxes with a defined formats for being accessed by other tools [37] (the FMUs for co-simulation are developed based on standard functional mocked-up interface-FMI). Then the Matlab files [38] are used to create and configure a co-simulation model in Simulink. Carmaker models and FMUs are configured as blocks in Simulink manually. The details of tools used in Tool-chain A, such as MWorks (a Modelica
modeling tool) [39] and Carmaker, are introduced in Table 4.

The whole process is represented as a model flow as shown in Fig. 5A. When using the tool-chain to realize automated verification, system developers build DSM models to represent system information about auto-braking systems, such as requirements, architecture and configurations in the V&V in MetaEdit+. Then M files are generated from the DSM models which are control Simulink to create models and to execute simulations automatically.

Fig. 5C and Fig. 4 represent tool selection and tool assessment models separately for Matlab/Simulink in the Tool-chain A. In Fig. 5C, the red lines refer to connectors to represent Simulink is used for implementing the related tool operation tasks and models. In Fig. 4, the tool assessment of Simulink is formalized as a model based on Bayesian networks. Tool-chain developers answer the questions in the front-end of each question Object, define and configure the preference rule for each metric. When they finish the configurations of DSM models, they transformed the DSM models to Bayesian network models for quantitative analysis.

4.3. Tool-chain B based the SPIRIT framework

Another solution is Tool-chain B which is proposed to support co-simulations of auto-braking systems based on the SPIRIT framework. The Tool-chain B is constructed by using a service-oriented approach aiming for promoting process management, tool-integration and interrelationships between different tools.

As shown in Fig. 5B, compared with Tool-chain A, two additional tools are used: a WPMS generator based on BPM Camunda (short for BPM Camunda) and a service management tool (short for service compiler). The service management tool aims to transform all the technical resources, such as models, data and tool APIs, to RESTful services [40]. The WPMS generator is used to transform the DSM models to a web-based process management system for developers to implement co-simulation configuration and execution automatically.

When stakeholders make use of the Tool-chain B, the model flow is shown in Fig. 5B. DSM models in MetaEdit+ are firstly used to generate ontology which refers to XML files representing information of development process and related system artifacts, such as requirement, system architecture. Then, the WPMS generator is used to load ontologies and generate related WPMS linked with RESTful services generated from technical resources. Developers manipulate and access technical resources through the WPMS using such services. The descriptions of these tools are demonstrated in Table 4.

![Fig. 6 Bayesian network models in GeNie](image)

Fig. 6 Bayesian network models in GeNie (Black blocks refer to questions and green ones refer to metrics)
5. Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate our proposed approach, the process for comparing Tool-chain A and Tool-chain B is used to illustrate how the tool-chains are formalized and assessed. The objective measurements are implemented by the previous work using visualization [32]. Bayesian network models supporting quantitative analysis are used to implement the subjective measurements.

5.1. Quantitative Analysis

Using Bayesian network models, tools are assessed in GeNie models through calculating the metrics as shown in Fig. 6. The white nodes in the margin of the GeNie model represent the questions for stakeholders to answer. The parameters are configured based on the DSM models. After calculation, the probabilities of criterion value are represented in each node of the GeNie model. When tool-chain developers make use of the GeNie models, they assess the tool-chains through the criteria.

![Performance Promotion](image)

The margins of the models are the question nodes. They are calculated based on the questions nodes which developers input and defined preference rules. In each metric, five levels are defined as criteria. The probability distribution of each criterion is calculated in GeNie to provide developers a quantitative way to assess each metric. For example, in Fig. 6, the TMCL node represents the L3 is 57% which is larger than other levels. This means the TMCL is considered as L3.

As shown in Fig. 7, metrics of each tool in these tool-chains are demonstrated. Compared with Tool-chain A, two additional tools are adopted in Tool-chain B: 1) a service management tool (short for service compiler); 2) and a WPMS based BPM Camunda (short for BPM Camunda). Fig. 7 illustrates the comparisons between Tool-chain A and Tool-chain B. In Tool-chain A-B, the criteria of Matlab, MWorks, CarMaker and MetaEdit+ are shown. One example of TMCL criterion values of Matlab is illustrated in Tool-chain A-B. In Tool-chain B-C, the TMCL criteria of all the tools including additional two tools are shown. Moreover, the criterion values of the two tools are demonstrated in Tool-chain B-D.
5.2. Analysis from DSM models

From Fig. 7, we find the process management capability of BPM Camunda (red high lightened) has the L5 among the tools, because the generated web-based process management system supports process control and monitoring. The service compiler has the best interrelationship management and cloud database management (red high lightened), because the service compiler is used to generate the Restful services that can be accessed by other tools. Through results of Bayesian network models, some analysis results are provided. Then compared with the real empirical findings from practices, the analysis results are verified.

After prototyping the Tool-chain A for co-simulation in this case study, some empirical findings were obtained. Although the Tool-chain A could support co-simulations and satisfy specific purposes, several limitations remain:

Process control and management: Though system developers can use DSM models to formalize, design, and describe co-simulation processes, such processes are difficult to control and manage as their complexity increases. For example, in some co-design scenarios, tool-chains are limited to managing technical resources across stakeholders during co-simulations.

Tool-integration: Tool-chain A can partially realize control and data integration. For example, the DSM model can generate Matlab language to control simulations in Simulink. However, the lack of supporting open standards makes this end-to-end integration inefficient. Integrations across design tools are difficult to realize.

Management of “interrelationships”: With the help of DSM tools, interrelationships, i.e., the dependency and traceability of elements in DSM models can be managed. However, interrelationships are difficult to manage among technical resources. For example, relationships between DSM models and technical resources can be traced; however, traceability among technical resources is difficult to manage with additional tools’ support, because of heterogeneous and unified representations of data, model and tool APIs.

Compared with these limitations, the Tool-chain B is developed based on the SPIRIT framework. The service compiler and BPM Camunda indeed improved related features of the updated tool-chain. From compared with the analysis from DSM models and real practices of these two prototypes, the DSM approach is verified that it can support:

- Tool-chain formalism: The DSM models can formalize 1) the model flow using model flow Graph; 2) tool-selection views using the tool-selection Graph; 3) tool assessment view using tool assessment Graph; 4) tool-chain structure using the tool-chain structure Graph.

- Tool assessment: The measurements of tool-chains can be designed based on metric and question Objects when developing the DSM model for tool-chains. Moreover, the generated Bayesian network models provide the quantitative results for tool measurement, as shown in Fig. 6.

5.3. Approach Extension to Large-Scale IT systems

Large-scale system is a term used in fields including computer science, software engineering and systems engineering to refer to software intensive systems with unprecedented amounts of hardware, lines of source code, numbers of users, and volumes of data [41]. In this paper, large-scale systems are defined as complex systems, such as aircraft and complex IT systems which are used to support complex system development. The approach is mainly used to support complex IT systems (MBSE tool-chains) for complex systems. In the case study, the MBSE tool-chain is proposed for 4 types of roles (Fig. 6. in [32]). One role is domain engineers referring to the stakeholders from different domains of auto-braking system development, such as mechanical domains. During the whole lifecycle of the auto-braking systems, stakeholders construct one large social network. Moreover, using the given tools, they develop different models for different views. In this situation, auto-braking system is considered as one large-scale system whose development processes, including different models, stakeholders and system views, are also large scale systems.

During designing large-scale systems, Hillary G Sillitio proposed 4 key points to guide design activities [42]:

1. Finding pragmatic and relevant measures of stability margin”. In our approach, the measurement is designed based on LISI [12] and metrics for MBSE tool trade-off [3].

LISI is a standard to assess the maturity of IT systems for complex system [12]. The metrics in LISI are designed from four aspects: 1) procedures; 2) data; 3) application; 4) infrastructure where IT systems are considered as social-technical systems. The metrics in this paper are designed based on LISI and
MBSE trade-off rules ([3]) in Boeings supporting assessment of MBSE tool-chains from not only tool-chain performances, but also policies and cultures.

2). “Policies, values, behaviors and cultures, and emergence are required to consider”. MBSE tool-chains and their stakeholders construct a socio-technical system. During designing the metrics of this system, four aspects are considered, including interoperability, social procedures, infrastructure and application.

3). “Select a modeling approach and framework to identify system challenges”. We make use of a GOPPRR approach and Bayesian networks to support formalize tool-chains and assess tool-chains using a quantitative approach.

Currently, model-based design is one important solution to support large-scale system development. Boeings has already made use of model-based systems engineering to support architecture design of integrated system in aircrafts [43]. From their insights, models are key important basis to describe the architecture of large-scale systems, not only complex systems, but also complex IT systems [44]. Since the model maturity is increasing, the completeness, correctness and accuracy of architectures are growing. Then when the systems are developed, developers can capture enough information before system development.

4). “Model driven architecture provides a closed system boundary for the large-scale systems”. We make use of code generation to support automated assessment of MBSE tool-chains.

Model-driven technique is also proposed as one solution to support large-scale system development and large-scale projects [45]. These techniques can realize automated verification from architecture models. In this way, the efficiency of verifying large-scale systems is promoted.

In summary, this paper proposed a GOPPRR approach to support MBSE tool-chain formalisms and assessment. The GOPPRR approach is a powerful method for modeling architectures [46]. Using GOPPRR approach, meta-models for formalizing MBSE tool-chains are developed based on previous work [11]. These meta-models can also be extended in order to satisfy the demand of large scale systems. Using code generation, the DSM models formalizing MBSE tool-chains are transformed to Bayesian network models for quantitative analysis automatically. Finally, each tool’s TMCL is identified. This process can promote the efficiency of large scale MBSE tool-chain assessment.

5.4. Summary and Limitations

From the case study, we find the model flow view, tool selection view, tool assessment view, tool-chain structure view are formalized using DSM models. Tool measurement is designed as meta-models based on TMCL. Evaluation of tool measurement is implemented by BN models. Our approach can satisfy the demands of the metrics mentioned in Section 4.1. The four views of tool-chain can be formalized using DSM models in MetaEdit+. Based on Bayesian network theory, DSM models formalize measurements of related tools and are transformed into Bayesian network models in GeNie. Then GeNie calculates related models and evaluates tool measurements. Developers compare different tool-chains and select tools using a quantitative approach. In our previous work, DSM models are also transformed to tool-chain visualizations [32]. Through visualizations, three non-subjective measurements of the tool-chains are analyzed. Tool-chain developers use such views to analyze the tool-chains’ features, compare solutions, and verify concepts in early phases.

Using our approach, developers can visually design tool-chain solutions, leading to lowering research and development costs compared with a set of documents. Reusable preference rules can promote efficiency and confidence in tool assessment. Through comparisons, our approach can support developers in formalizing assorted views of their tool-chains using DSM models, to assess tool performances using Bayesian networks. However, our approach has several limitations:

- The TMCL measurement was designed relative to MBSE tools. The metric and criteria are defined to focus on MBSE techniques. Further measurement will be done to provide more comprehensive criteria for other tool-chain domains, such as product lifecycle or data management systems.
- Economic factors of tool-chain are not considered, such as the cost-efficiency of tools.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a DSM approach is proposed to support MBSE tool-chain development by assessing the MBSE tool-chain concepts before prototyping. The DSM approach formalizes tool-chain concepts, assesses tools via quantitative analysis based on Bayes-
ian networks in order to promote the confidences of tool-chain developers.

In conclusion, our approach makes two main contributions:

- The DSM approach formalizes four views of tool-chain: (1) model flow; (2) Tool selection; (3) Tool assessment; (4) Tool-chain structure. From these views, tool-chain developers promote their confidences and understanding in order decrease the risks led by failures of tool-chain development.

- Using Bayesian network theory introduced in Section 3.3.1, subjective measurements can be implemented and analyzed quantitatively. The previous work only supports objective measurements of MBSE tool-chains [32]. The results generated from Bayesian network models provide clues for comparing different tool-chains. Tool-chain developers make use of such measurements to analyze tool-chain concepts and make decisions. Compared with state-of-the-art, Bayesian network models are designed to support MBSE tool-chain assessment rather than complex systems and IT systems. Moreover, after formalizing MBSE tool-chains, DSM models are directly transformed to Bayesian network models in order to realize the early verification automatically.

Given these results, our approach indeed promotes tool-chain development efficiency and provides a quantitative method for analyzing tool-chain features. In the current enterprises, MBSE tool-chains are expected to be large-scale IT systems support complex system development in the future [1]. When developing tool-chains, early evaluation is very important before prototyping which allows tool-chain developers verify their products in order to avoid R&D cost led by the failures of tool-chain development.

In the future, standards will be used to support metrics design. Further research will focus on formalisms of tool-chain evolutions to describe its dynamics. A learning curve of each metrics (designed based on Markov chain and Monte Carlo) will be considered as one factor that impacts on effects of tool-chains.
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